BASIC WORKSHEET- 2
Grade - VIII

Name of the Student:

Grade/Sec:

Branch

ENGLISH
Sentence is a group of words which gives us a complete Sense
There are four types of sentences in English. A sentence always begins with a capital letter.
It always as a full stop(.) or a exclamatory mark (!) or a question mark (?) at the end.
A. Sentence that declares or states something is called a declarative sentence that ends
with a full stop(.) for example:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Lion lives in a den
Pawan is reading a book
I am a teacher
She has beautiful car

B. A sentence that ask a question is called an interrogative sentence. It ends with a
question mark
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is your name?
Where is your book?
Is he going?
Do you read Telugu?

C. A sentence that expresses a request a command or an advice is called an imperative
sentence. It ends with full stop (.)
1. Do your homework quickly.( Command)
2. Please give me a pen (request)
3. Help the poor (advice)
D. A sentence that expresses strong feeling is called an exclamatory sentence it must have
sign of exclamatory sign (!)
1. Wow! what a dress.

Identify the sentence kind and right ‘D’ for declarative ‘I’ for integrative ‘Im’
for imperative and ‘E’ for exclamatory sentence
1. Where do you live?
2. Why are you crying for?
3. My mother Prepare food in our house
4. I like brinjals.
5. Could you lebd me hundred rupees please?
6. What a nice idea!
7. Stand up.
8. Wait a little bit
9. I am busy with my work.
10.Don't waste my time
11.Mr Narendra Modi is our prime minister
12.Where did you come from Hyderabad?
13.Post this letter.
14.Get one chair for me
15.May I use your pen please?
16.What a fine morning!
17.Clean the floor.
18.Does she come now?
19.How do you go to school?
20.Every cloud has a silver lining.
I.

Active and passive voice
1. I, we, you, he, she, it, they - active pronouns
2. Me, as, you, him, her, them are passive pronouns
Subject of active voice becomes object of the passive voice. Object of active voice
become subject of passive voice. Verb will be changed into past participate in passive
voice. Verb will be changed as below.

Active voice
Eat
Eats

Passive voice
is
Eaten + by
Are

Is
Am
Are

Eating

Has

Is /are being eaten + by

Has been
Eaten

Have

eaten + by
Have been

Ate -

was/ were eaten by

Was/ were eaten

Was/were being eaten by

Had eaten -

had/were eaten by

Will
Eat

will be eaten by

Shall
Will have
Eaten

will have been eaten by

Shall have
Can eat

can be eaten by

Could eat

could be eaten by

May/might eat

May /might be eaten by

Imperative
Open the window

-Begin

Let the window be opened

What are you doing

what is being done by you

What did you do

what was done by you

Has/Have /Had

has
Had
Have

II.

Change the following into passive

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

He was not doing anything in the Morning.
He is watering the fruit bearing tree.
Mother cooked dinner for guests.
I have finished the work.
Who wrote this letter?

+ he + been eaten by you

6. Do you always laughed at him?
7. Punish them severely.
8. Was he writing the drama?
9. Somebody took her to the hospital.
10.They will arrange everything in time.
11.Your friend can repair the bicycle.
12.Let Rama help him.
13. She did not sing songs.
14. The tourist did not visit the place.
15.What are reading?
III. Change the sentence into active voice
1. Are colour photos taken by you?
2. By whom were you given this pen?
3. You are requested to keep off the glass.
4. Vegetables and fruits are solid by man.
5. English spoken all over the world.
6. The bicycle was being painted green by him.
7. Let her on way chosen by her.
8. He was made the chief minister by the people.
9. Where was he seen by you?
10. Has the homework been completed by you?
11.Has the money been deposited by him?
12.It can be made by carpenter.
13.He was given a pen by me.
14.Mangoes were being repened by the gardener
15.The poem was written by Milton
IV.

Write an email to your cousin advising him / her how to utilize the summer
holidays, you can use the internet to learn many things, as well as you mention
to take precautions to be far off from the dangerous covid-19.

V.

Rearrange the following words one is done for you
Example: It is easy/acquire /bad habit /to/ a/ very difficult to /live/bad person
with the/ has it who/but.
Ans:it is easy to acquire a bad habit every difficulty to live with the the bad person who has it.

1.
2.
3.
4.

I /never /a / known/ have/ such/ bad time
Dog/faithful/ is / the animal/ a
Coffee/let’s go /restaurant/ into / have / the /and
Few pupils/right answer /only/ gave / a / the

5. Boy/ the /tallest /is /Rama/ in /class/ the
VI.
1. Guide

Right antonym for the words
2. Place

3.known

4. Like

5. Mortal

VII. Write synonyms of the words and make own sentences
1. Hewn

2. Tribute

3. Trust

4. Give –up 5.Rain cats and dogs.

